**LIGHTING BRANDS**

- **A-LIGHT** - recessed, wall & pendant small profile TS & LED
- **ALC EMISSION** - contemporary exterior luminaires w/ custom capabilities
- **ALON LED** - LED tape & linear extrusions w/ RGBW & color tuning capability
- **ALM** - performance indoor and outdoor architectural lighting
- **ALPHELITE** - energy efficient indoor/outdoor LED & plasma luminaires
- **AMERON POLIS** - steel, concrete & fiberglass decorative & commercial poles
- **AMERICAN NAIL PLATE (ANP)** - RLMS & decorative site
- **AMI CO LUMING** - state-of-the-art healthcare facility products & lighting
- **ARTIFICIAL SKY** - ceiling art, acoustical tile sky ceilings, LED skylights & virtual sky
- **ASL LIGHTING** - decorative interior & exterior LED luminaires
- **BARNSH** - decorative LED & incandescent lighting with vintage aesthetics
- **BARRISOL** - stretch surfaces & luminous panels
- **BORDEN** - decorative architectural interior/exteriors/table & floor lamps
- **B-K LIGHTING** - premiere landscape accent, flood & low-level
- **CAUL LIGHT** - lamp, task, cove & display, fluorescent & LED
- **CHAVET LIGHTING** - high performance LED theatrical, RGB & VFX lighting
- **COLOR KINETIC** - programmable color changing LED
- **DAC LIGHTING** - contemporary decorative lighting
- **DALS LIGHTING** - innovative recessed, linear & pendant LED luminaires
- **DAY-BRITE** - commercial HID & fluorescent
- **DAY-O-LITE** - architectural recessed, wall & pendant
- **DEI TECHNOLOGY** - decorative custom & hospitality LED luminaires
- **DESIGNHUE** - custom-made lighting w/ endlessly adaptable possibilities
- **DIGITAL LUMENS** - intelligent industrial LED highbay & controls
- **DISRUPTIVE SSL** - American made custom LED lighting solutions & retrofit kits
- **EDGE LIGHTING** - contemporary spec, grade decorative interior & LED
- **ELECTRO-CONNECT** - flexible AC/electrical systems
- **ELP** - high performance asymmetric recessed & surface
- **EVS LIGHT PANEL SYSTEM** - LED light panel integration for signage, advertising & backlighting
- **ESPEN TECHNOLOGY** - LED retrofit kits, ballasts & lamps
- **EREKA** - downlights, suspended/wall mounted/ceiling mounted decorative
- **EVERLAST LIGHTING** - explosion proof, indoor & outdoor LED & induction lighting
- **EXITRONIX** - exits signs, emergency lights & custom signs
- **FC LIGHTING** - LED landscape lighting
- **FILUX** - quality outdoor LED luminaires designed with attention to detail
- **FUTURE ENERGY SOLUTIONS** - induction & LED re-lamping energy conscious lighting solutions
- **GARDOCO** - specification grade site, wall, garage & low level
- **GOLDENYE** - ceramic linear LED lighting for recessed applications
- **GRAPHITE** - highly adjustable LED downlight solutions
- **GREEN ARC** - LED fixtures for air domes, buffer buildings and fabric-over-steel sports facilities
- **GROWLITE** - indoor, HID, LED & fluorescent horticulture lighting & ventilation solutions
- **HACO** - architectural area, roadway, accent, landscape luminaires; poles & bollards
- **HALCYON SHADES** - energy efficient solar window shades
- **H.E. WILLIAMS** - fluorescent, LED & HID interior & exterior, American made!
- **HB ARCHITECTURAL** - custom decorative ceiling fixtures, pendants, sconces, etc.
- **HILUMZ** - commercial LED retrofit solutions
- **HUIMARON FORGE** - custom hand forged metal work and architectural LED light fixtures
- **INDATECH** - exterior LED & HID hazardous location lighting
- **INSIGHT** - high performance architectural interior, exterior w/ LED
- **INTER-LUX** - contemporary global style lighting
- **LAMAR LIGHTING** - commercial, industrial & residential LED & fluorescent lighting
- **LEGALITE** - retrofit fluorescent pendants and recessed-direct/indirect product w/ MesoOptics
- **LEDALUX** - general purpose interior, accent, exterior, exterior, site, high-bay & retrofit LED lighting
- **LEDCONN** - LED light guide panels and customized flexible solutions
- **LIGHT & GREEN** - US manufacturer of plaster, concrete & linear lighting fixtures
- **LIGHTOIL** - architectural LED lighting, track, decorative, exits & emergency
- **LINEA LIGHT ILED** - performance indoor/outdoor luminaires with high functionality
- **LITELAB** - architectural LED & HID track & recessed accent lighting
- **LOUVERS INTERNATIONAL** - retrofit louvers & lenses, lamp overlays & LED replacement lamps
- **LUCIFER** - low voltage min strip & performance, small aperture downlights
- **LUMAFILM** - flexible LED light strips and panels
- **LUMAX** - specification grade fluorescent & LED luminaires for retrofits & new construction
- **LUMEC** - ornamental, traditional & contemporary outdoor
- **LUMENART** - fabric shades, hand blown glass sconces, pendant & ceiling fixtures
- **LUMEN CENTER ITALIA** - decorative indoor & outdoor LED fixtures from Italy
- **LUMENTURE** - functional & discreet recessed & track lighting fixtures
- **LYTEPOLES** - poles; steel & aluminum of all shapes & sizes
- **METALUMEN** - architectural linear LED & recessed perimeter systems
- **METEO R** - IP68 solar powered architectural pavers & in-grades
- **MINIMUS** - miniscule, waterproof LED luminaires
- **MIXMATCH LIGHTING** - customizable atmospheric lighting with quick ship options
- **mm cibit** - modern contemporary surface mount fixtures
- **MODA LIGHT** - specializes in flexible linear LED lighting
- **MODULUCHE** - decorative LED luminaires designed & built in Italy
- **MODULAR INTELL** - linear & mixed lamp source combo units; arch. outdoor
- **MOJO ILLUMINATION** - architectural linear, high-bay & recessed LED luminaires
- **MULE LIGHTING** - emergency, mini-inverter, exit and exterior lighting
- **NATIONAL CATHODE** - commercial & residential cold cathode
- **NERI** - street lighting and furniture items with a special attention to architectural design
- **NESESS LIGHTING** - contemporary decorative lighting
- **NIPPOL** - seamless T6 fluorescent shadow-free cove
- **No. 8 LIGHTING** - architectural recessed & surface mounted precision LED fixtures
- **NOVA POLE** - manufacturer of lighting, signage and infrastructure poles
- **PARAMOUNT LIGHTING** - durable hazardous and harsh environment luminaires
- **PATRIOT LED PRODUCTS** - Buy American Act compliant LED retrofit luminaires
- **PHILIPS ROADWAY** - LED/HID roadway luminaries, tunnel/underpass & highmast
- **POINT LIGHTING** - aviation & obstruction exterior lighting
- **POLE LED** - pole lighting for conical and cylindrical poles, new and existing
- **PRECISE LED** - LED tape light, linear, downlight and track fixture manufacturer
- **PURE LIGHTING** - spec. grade, flush recessed downlights, accents, wall washers
- **Q-TRAN** - interior & exterior linear LED lighting, transformers & DC power supplies
- **RAYON LIGHTING** - architectural LED luminaires for commercial & residential applications
- **RED SKY LIGHTING** - durable LED lighting designed for the harshest conditions
- **REGGIANI** - interior/exterior LED luminaries specializing in retail & showroom applications
- **RIG A-LITE** - explosion proof, hazardous & adverse environment lighting
- **SATTLER** - large scale, innovative, high performance architectural luminaires
- **SEILUX** - high quality architectural interior & exterior luminaires
- **SENSO LIGHTING** - decorative & specialty LED downlights
- ** SIGNAL TECH** - parking, highway, railroad & custom LED signage
- **SOLAR ONE** - grid-independent solar powered LED lighting
- **SOLERA** - nataatorium/LED interior pendants, surface & recessed; exterior architectural lighting
- **SOLARTEK** - state-of-the-art healthcare facility products & lighting
- **SPECTRUM** - commercial & spec grade downlights, RLMS & decorative
- **SPECTRON KING LED** - full spectrum professional-grade indoor grow lights
- **SPORTSBEAMS** - low glare, high output, broadcast quality LED sports lighting
- **STAGEMAKER** - electric hoists, trusses, speaker arrays, banner & scoreboard lift solutions
- **STEROBERG** - traditional and arch. luminaires, poles, bollards, site amenities & furnishings
- **STORCO** - commercial exterior LED & HID area, wall, flood & sign lighting
- **STONEBRIDGE** - affordable decorative outdoor oacorns, globes, lanterns, poles & bases
- **STRUCTURA** - tight poles, bollards & urban furniture incorporating both wood & metal
- **SUN PARK** - LED & fluorescent indoor/outdoor & high-bay lighting fixtures
- **SUN VALLEY LIGHTING** - traditional style architectural exterior lighting
- **SYNCRONICITY** - decorative, hand-crafted LED fixtures made with Siwalok crystals
- **TEKA** - decorative exterior in brass, bronze & stainless forms
- **TRACE-LITE** - industrial and outdoor induction & HID flood & area lighting
- **TRULY GREEN SOLUTIONS** - LED lighting and retrofit LED lamps
- **ULTRALIGHTS** - decorative indoor/outdoor fixtures for commercial & residential applications
- **UNIVERSAL FIBEROPTIC LIGHTING** - venetian fiber optic lighting solutions
- **US ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING** - traditional & contemporary exterior lighting & poles
- **UTILITY STRUCTURES** - decorative, structures & assoc. outdoor products
- **VANTAGE** - specification grade recessed & surface LED downlights
- **WAYA** - economical indoor/outdoor LED luminaires with RGB capabilities
- **VENTURE LIGHTING** - range of LED lighting solutions paired with wireless controls
- **Vermont Modern** - decorative, hand-crafted LED fixtures made by Vermont craftsmen
- **VISOX** - cast iron poles, bases & bollards
- **VISION ENGINEERING** - high efficiency bightways, troffers & wall packs
- **VISUAL LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES** - fiber optics & performance LED
- **VOIGT LIGHTING** - American made LED commercial, industrial & decorative fixtures
- **VON LIGHTING** - decorative LED lighting creations featuring color tuning & WiFi connectivity
- **WAGNER** - architectural illuminated LED handrail
- **WALDMANN** - medical and examination luminaires
- **WAYNE-TYLER** - custom & specialty bollards
- **WHITEGOODS** - decorative indoor & outdoor LED fixtures from Italy
- **WE-EE** - steplights, sconces, ceiling & post-top decorative
- **WESPORT** - decorative & custom LED fixtures
- **ZANEEN** - contemporary decorative pendants & sconces
- **exteriors fixtures available from these manufacturers**
CONTROL SYSTEMS / INVERTERS / THEATRICAL

ALTMAN – architectural, theatrical, film & video lighting
CHLORIDE SYSTEMS – life safety AC systems
CRESTRON – architectural dimming & lighting controls
DOUGLAS – lighting controls; from basic to fully integrated
DURACOMM – AC-DC power conversion, distribution, and battery management products
FUNCTIONAL DEVICES/RIB – UL924 relay, contactors, enclosures
LVS – emergency transfer relays
MYERS POWER PRODUCTS – emergency, switchgear, & lighting power systems
NEDAP – wireless lighting controls & sensors
PAYNE-SPARKMAN – HID dimming & long-distance HID igniters.
PERFORMANCE ELECTRIC – connector strips, floor pockets & boxes
PHILIPS CONTROLS – full line of wired & wireless occupancy sensors
PLC MULTIPONT – full line of wired & wireless occupancy sensors
SELECON – professional theatrical & architectural lighting
STAGECRAFT – emergency lighting transfer cabinets, theatrical distribution
STEINEL – wall switches, sensors, dual tech
STRAND – theatrical lighting control systems & fixtures
ZUM – WIRELESS lighting controls by Crestron for small areas or complete building control

PERSONNEL

Shaney Austin x114 Receptionist
saustin@apexltg.com

Gary A. Byram, MIES x103 Specification Sales
Mobile: 860-463-2699
gbyram@apexltg.com

Jessica Call x131 Project Manager
jcall@apexltg.com

Chardia Campbell x247 Order Entry
ccampbell@apexltg.com

Corinne Carnevale x114 Project Manager & National Accounts
carinevale@apexltg.com

Danylo Carnevale Mobile: 860-882-2124
dcarnevale@apexltg.com

Joe Carnevale, LC Mobile: 860-202-2332
jcarnvale@apexltg.com

Mike Cole, LC Mobile: 860-388-8509
mcole@apexltg.com

Louise Collibe Mobile: 917-214-2800
lcollibe@apexltg.com

Kevin Corcoran Mobile: 978-500-4582
kcorcoran@apexltg.com

Bruce Dalkowski x303 Controls Specialist
bdalkowski@apexltg.com

Tony DiRocco Mobile: 508-630-6270
tdirocco@apexltg.com

Domenic Delusco x230 Applications Specialist
ddelusco@apexltg.com

Dave Dow Mobile: 860-681-7439
ddow@apexltg.com

Lauren Erickson x313 Applications Specialist
lerickson@apexltg.com

Paul Itter x302 Quotations
pitter@apexltg.com

Bryan Joy x300 Quotations/National Accounts
bjoy@apexltg.com

Sharon Karrass x105 Quotations & Distributor/Contractor Sales
skarrass@apexltg.com

Chris Konefal x124 Applications Specialist
ckonefal@apexltg.com

Chris LaRocco Mobile: 860-690-8053
clarocco@apexltg.com

Fran Larson x106 Order Entry/Admin
flarson@apexltg.com

Sean Leckie x227 Project Manager
sleckie@apexltg.com

Marissa Lemoine x213 Quotations
mlemoine@apexltg.com

Clint MacKean Mobile: 860-729-2512
cmackeen@apexltg.com

Tom Minnick, LC, LEED AP Mobile: 203-530-0208
tminnick@apexltg.com

Kim Nadeau x118 Project Manager
knadeau@apexltg.com

Mike Nelson Mobile: 203-651-9206
mnelson@apexltg.com

Mark Olerud x154 Director of Controls Division
molerud@apexltg.com

Sylvia A. Perdikis, RLA Mobile: 860-707-3024
sperdikis@apexltg.com

Brenda Rinaldi x111 Admin & Operations Assistant
brinaldi@apexltg.com

Ken Royer Mobile: 860-202-9888
kroyer@apexltg.com

Kimberly Royer x310 Submittal Coordinator/Project Manager
kroyer@apexltg.com

For links to our manufacturers websites, please visit us at www.apexltg.com